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"Finally, An EASY Step-By-Step Solution That Will Allow You To Succeed Online!" Your Checklist For

Success! Wednesday, July 6, 2011 Dear Fellow Internet Marketer, My name is YOUR NAME, and I have

been helping many people become successful online, and I want to make you successful... And there is

ONE thing that makes the difference between a newbie and guru... You need to have a checklist! We

created an actionable checklist for every part of your online business, so you can start profiting right

away! Straight To The Point Actionable Step-By-Step Checklist For Every Part Of An Online Business

The newbie checklist is a full 6 part pdf checklist that allows newbies to start working on their online

business without the hassle of a big bulky ebooks. The newbie checklist includes... Start with the most

important of any business... The mindset of the people running it! In this checklist you will learn... The

simple key factor that makes the gurus - the gurus! Discover how to find out if your business model is

going to make money or not... Why most employees have trouble with this step, and how you can over

come it... The simple truth about why the big companies grow so fast, and how you can do the same.

How to go from where you are to where you want to be easily, and immediately! Discover how you could

be slowing down your business by thinking to much! How to easily grow your income with new streams

without much more effort than you already putting in! Why working on you is WAY more important than

working on anything in your business... The Mindset Actionable Steps That Will Help Anyone Jumpstart

Their Success! Each step has a paragraph that goes in detail of what YOU can do RIGHT NOW to move

forward to a better mindset that will allow you to have a perfect business mindset... Remember, no fluff.

Just straight-to-the-point goodness.... Make it or break it time. Without a profitable niche you will not be

able to get anywhere with your business... Discover the 10 second niche finder test, that will allow you to

get started right now! How to master a niche even without knowing ANYTHING about it! The gurus way to

crafting the perfect offer - every time. Why most newbies fail in every niche they enter, and why you wont!

The simple truth to instantly standing out in any crowd, easily. How to avoid one of the most deadly and

cash stopping newbie mistake ever... 6 Easy Fundamental Steps To A Hot & Hungry Niche That Will
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Ensure Your Success! Each step has a paragraph that goes in detail of what YOU can do RIGHT NOW to

move forward to a better niche that will allow you to have a perfect business market... Remember, no fluff.

Just straight-to-the-point goodness... The Foundation Of Any Online Business Is WHERE They Conduct

Their Business, So Make Your Website Count... The simple step you can take to get a better response

every time! The hidden truth about creating a useful and effective website that almost no one is using!

Discover the biggest mistake of newbies, and how to avoid it! How the gurus set up their website, and

keep it producing with outstanding results... Discover the easy way to do the CMS litimus test! Your

Website Is Where Do Business, So We Help You Make It Count With Good CMS Choose, and Sales

Process Advice! Each step has a paragraph that goes in detail of what YOU can do RIGHT NOW to move

forward to a better website that will allow you to have a perfect business... Remember, no fluff. Just

straight-to-the-point goodness... Mastering This Skill Will Allow You To Do Well Even If Everything Else

Has Gone Wrong... How to craft a good and effective headline that will draw your readers in like raving

fans! Finally, the correct way to build trust and long lasting rapport with your reads right off the bat... The

right way to sell the benefits and not the features. Without this you can be lost... The secret number of call

to actions that works like gangbusters and no one is doing it right! The instant expert-o-meter, how to be

the seen as the expert without effort right from the start. "Writing is visual. It catches the eye before it

catches the brain - Zinsser Each step has a paragraph that goes in detail of what YOU can do RIGHT

NOW to move forward to a better web copy that will allow YOU to have a perfect business... Remember,

no fluff. Just straight-to-the-point goodness... Getting More Traffic Can Be Easy As Turning On The Light,

But Quality Traffic Takes Some Effort! The real secret key to getting a TON of traffic through the search

engines... The strongest way to get people to stay on your site, and how it can work miracles for you.

Discover the best way to get SEO traffic, regardless of how much you know about SEO... How to add one

simple design element that can increase your conversions! HINT: It takes less than 2 minutes to add.

Discover how to automate your content and why search engines will love your site! The little known secret

to getting traffic and gaining HUGE trust with your readers and customers... "Writing is visual. It catches

the eye before it catches the brain - Zinsser Each step has a paragraph that goes in detail of what YOU

can do RIGHT NOW to move forward to more traffic that will allow you to have a perfect business...

Remember, no fluff. Just straight-to-the-point goodness... The Only Thing You Need To Keep Your Eye

On Constantly, Is Your Conversion - It's Your Key To Higher Sales! Discover the only metrics you need to



track, and why others don't mean as much... The strongest way to get better conversions, and how it can

work miracles for you. Discover the best way to get more sales with information you already have or will

have very soon! If you aren't doing this ____ you are missing the boat! Discover how to these "simple"

starbucks coffee price scripts can increase your conversion so much! The little known secret to getting

better conversion rates... If You Don't Know Your Metrics... You Don't Know Your Business... Each step

has a paragraph that goes in detail of what YOU can do RIGHT NOW to move forward to a better

conversions that will allow you to have a perfect business... Remember, no fluff. Just straight-to-the-point

goodness... As You Can See... The Checklist Cover Everything From Mindset To Conversion - Perfect

For Struggling Newbies! I am not kidding when I tell you that its so much easier to learn from a simple

checklist than a long drawn out ebook... You will love this. You can easily brand them and put out as your

own, and start helping your clients and customers out... Get Your Projects Done Faster & Start Succeed

Online! With this package you will be getting... 6 Checklist That Take Any Newbie By The Hand - Be the

hero to your customers and give them to tools to allow them to achieve their online business goals and

dreams. (gain big props from your customers!) Can you afford to pass up this opportunity? I Didn't Think

So... Get Your Package Today. So you see, Ive given you every conceivable reason to buy this and

generate all the money you want online without any risk on your part. Unleash the Internets most powerful

secret weapon now, and youll be thanking me for years to come. P.S If you don't claim your copy of this

package now - and we decide to stop selling it altogether -- how will you profit from this amazing

package? P.S. Order your copy today by clicking on the order button above!
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